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luatexja.dtx: Add English description of luatexja-preset.sty.


[luatex-ja/luatexja.git] / doc / luatexja-ja.pdf


	2012-05-24	Kazuki Maeda	luatexja.dtx: Add English description of luatexja-prese... 	blob | commitdiff
	2012-05-23	Kazuki Maeda	Fix typos in the manual.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-23	Hironori Kitagawa	Added \gtebfamily.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-23	Hironori Kitagawa	Update the manual; included a description of luatexja... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-23	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_preset	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-20	Hironori Kitagawa	Add package list used in the manual.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-20	unknown	showexpl,cfg追加	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-16	Hironori Kitagawa	Fixed luatexja-otf.sty and updated the manual.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-16	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-cc-revert'	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-15	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test'	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-13	Hironori Kitagawa	luatexja.dtx: load mathptmx.sty only in the English... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-13	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test'	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-10	Hironori Kitagawa	Modify documentation based on commit 09c86f0.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-06	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'zh-maqiyuan' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-05	maqiyuan	moved luatexja-zh.tex to luatexja.dtx.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-03	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-manual' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-03	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'zh-maqiyuan' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-05-01	Hironori Kitagawa	U+2500 -> U+2015 in the manual (U+2014 is not known... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-29	Kazuki Maeda	luatexja.dtx: Add MiKTeX to the list of distributions... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-28	maqiyuan	Merge remote-tracking branch 'remotes/origin/kitagawa_t... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-27	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'zh-maqiyuan' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-26	Kazuki Maeda	Recompile luatexja-ja.pdf using commit f4b1346.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-26	Kazuki Maeda	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test' into kmaeda-manual	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-25	Kazuki Maeda	Correct a typo in the Japanese manual.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-25	Kazuki Maeda	Add English description to Subsection 4.2 Prefix psft.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-25	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'master' into kitagawa_cid	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-25	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test' into kitagawa_cid	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Hironori Kitagawa	Update the manual.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kitagawa_test' into kitagawa_cid	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-manual' into kitagawa_test, and... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Kazuki Maeda	Remove space characters between JAchars and ALchars... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Hironori Kitagawa	Fix? of the ticket #28162.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-24	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-cid' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-23	Kazuki Maeda	luatexja-fontspec.sty: Add `CID' key.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-21	Hironori Kitagawa	Merge branch 'kmaeda-patches' into kitagawa_test	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-21	Kazuki Maeda	Remove description about the filehook package from... 	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-21	Hironori Kitagawa	Moved src/no_runtime/ => no_runtime/.	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
	2012-04-20	Hironori Kitagawa	Renamed Lua files and manuals (please do more tests).	blob | commitdiff | diff to current
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